DATA GOVERNANCE ESSENTIALS:

How to Maximize Value
and Minimize Risk
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First came data inventory, followed by data cataloging and categorization, as firms moved along the
continuum from GDPR to CCPA and now onto CPRA, LGPD, and other data privacy and protection
regulations. Now, it’s time to bring forth data and information governance.

Data Governance 101
What Is Data Governance?
Data governance is the rules and process of data management in an organization that determines
how data will be managed and used at points of the data lifecycle. Data is an organization’s most
valuable asset and must be properly managed to maximize the benefit of data insights and protect
against liabilities of data theft and misuse. Governance is essential to determine where and how
data is collected, accessed, quality checked, consumed, protected, and eliminated at the end of the
lifecycle.
Appropriate governance helps a firm to protect against liabilities including over-collecting and
misusing data and identifying the impact of potential data breaches, and the impact and risk of new
or newly interpreted legal regulations. Misused data from misunderstanding or misinterpreting data,
or making decisions based on low-quality data, results in wrong conclusions and bad business
decisions. Enablement and access are critical for organizations to be able to consume data, but
need a governance plan for compliance and responsible data use. Allowing open, unmanaged,
and uncontrolled access to data exposes companies to the risk of data breaches from internal or
external threats, but creating the appropriate governance and controls to protect data yet make it
appropriately accessible facilitates the opportunities for data users to consume the data that they
need at the fast pace needed for business decisions.

“

Appropriate governance helps a firm
to protect against liabilities

“

Organizations need to balance how to provide the “best” data for business use while enforcing
guidelines for responsible data usage and compliance with policies and regulations. A successful
data governance program must include methodology, expertise, and technology for a complete
solution.
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Data vs. Information
Context is critical for a data governance program. Consider data governance vs. information
governance: “data” is an object or element that is collected, but “information” is the true value of that
object. The way a data object is interpreted and used with other data elements is where insights are
gained. A list of addresses alone is data, but when paired with associated owners, preferences, and
behaviors, those addresses have value as information.
Data may exist in various forms and sources, and the ability to connect the pieces of data for insights
is where value is delivered. Data governance needs to consider not only the data elements alone,
but also how the data elements are collected, defined, and connected to create information. This has
multiple implications in a data governance program.

Connection

Definition

Governance programs need to consider
not only enabling and protecting individual
data objects, but having a vision for how
the objects are related and how they
are used together and move through
the organization. For data elements that
are always used together, governance
rules need to consider how altering one
data element affects the other related
or dependent elements. Understanding
related data and dependencies has
implications for data analysts and data
scientists running models on multiple
data sources, and also for data owners
to understand and manage data access
rights and protected information.

Properly defining each data element is
important so that data users understand
what the data elements mean so that they
can pull together elements properly to
create information.

Collection
A data governance program needs to
purposely determine what data to obtain
and how to collect it related to other data
elements. For example, collecting a list of
customer names alone is not as valuable
as names with addresses connected to
preferences and behaviors - that data
becomes valuable information.

A data governance program must consider not only individual data elements, but also how the data
is related and connected to determine what data elements to collect, how to define them, how to use
them, and how long they should be retained.
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Why Data Governance?
A complete data governance program is essential for a data owner to know what data
they have, where it is, and how the data is being used. Data governance is essential
to collect the right data and provide the best quality data, properly defined, and fit for
purpose. A data governance program ensures that the right people have access to the
right data for frictionless business operations and that sensitive data is identified and
protected to preserve company reputation, gain competitive advantage, and mitigate risk.
Data needs to be managed, measured, and governed. Employing technology is critical
here to first get a consolidated view of all data to know what needs to be managed,
enable dashboards for measurement, and oversee governance policies and audit
enforcement. The data governance owner needs to be proactive to keep control of the
data environment. The key is to stay ahead of the constant flood of incoming data. It’s
coming, so the data owner needs to know in advance what to do with it, or risk drowning
while trying to patch the leaks. Deploying the right processes supported by the right
technology is the only solution for success.

“

Data governance
is essential to collect
the right data and provide
the best quality data.

“
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Challenges
Who Owns Governance?

“

Who is responsible for data governance? Data governance responsibility is a relatively new concept,
and ownership varies between organizations. The responsibilities of data governance traditionally
fell on information technology organizations, however, more data governance ownership roles are
finding their way to C-level roles.

Data governance responsibility
is a relatively new concept, and ownership
varies between organizations.

“

The chief data officer (“CDO”) is quickly becoming an essential role in organizations. Although
the title is standard, the role at different organizations is not. In some organizations in which data
and data monetization is the core function of the firm, the CDO reports directly to the CEO and is
responsible for an end-to-end data strategy and building the data culture. in other organizations,
the CDO role reports to the COO, CMO (marketing), or IT. The reporting structure will determine
the focus and priorities for the CDO, but in all cases the role is responsible for governing enterprise
data, enabling data usability and availability, and driving data-driven transformation and innovation.
Depending on where the role sits, the focus and priority may be more driven by specific goals of
cost reduction, revenue generation, or analytics for insights on products, customers, operations, and
markets.
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The common theme across any of these options is that any information or data governance program
is most successful when it is at the enterprise level. Setting and maintaining enterprise policies,
goals, and strategies helps to drive consistency across the organization. Leading organizations
are quickly realizing that siloed data and data knowledge is a self-imposed restriction for enterprise
success. An enterprise-level data governance model is most effective for consistency, cost, and
efficiency and also has the advantage of reducing silos to maximize the benefits of data use.
An enterprise-level data governance program has oversight for all data collected, managed, and
used in the organization. This centralized view provides the data owner with a higher level vision to be
purposeful and proactive in their data strategy. Having a complete view and establishing enterprise
policies ensures that data is collected, managed, and used consistently. Policies are enforced at
an enterprise level. Data stewardship, a relatively new concept in business and information
management, rises above individual silos to maximize the value and benefit from collaboration.
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The 11th Commandment: “Know Thy Data”
The first step in an enterprise-level strategy is knowing what you have. You can’t
wrap a governance process around the data of which you are unaware. Old
technology and manual processes are a hindrance to modern data governance.
As data technology has evolved, companies have data environments that include
valuable data in multiple sources and formats. Where an enterprise may have
once only had to manage data from a single set of uniform databases, modern
organizations through native data growth or mergers and acquisitions are managing
critical data in a variety of sources and formats. Established enterprises have legacy
data stores along with data lakes, cloud, on-prem, structured, and unstructured data
from sources varied from files, emails, CRM, and even real-time clickthrough data.
Traditional methods and manual processes simply can not keep up with the variety,
volume, velocity, and required veracity of a modern data ecosystem.

Processes and Technology: Risk Mitigation
For a complete governance program, the data owner first needs to understand
what data they have, where it is, how it’s used, and even why it was collected.
Understanding the data also means identifying sensitive data, and data at risk. At
a basic level, a governance program needs to determine the rules for what data is
most useful to enable the business, what data needs to be maintained and protected,
and what data may be redundant, obsolete, or trivial (“ROT”) and therefore should be
considered for destruction. Technology can be used to help to get a complete view
of all data and also to identify opportunities to reduce the data footprint. Determining
ROT data to eliminate reduces the risk of exposure, lowers storage cost, and
enables the adoption of modern data infrastructure, such as cloud migration projects.
Without machine learning, managing data elimination is a daunting undertaking.
Data governance technology identifies data to eliminate and reduce risk, while a
governance process defines how to track and eliminate the data.
Apply data governance technology and processes to:
̭

Manage the data lifecycle and eliminate after the expiration date

̭

Identify duplicate data and reduce the number of excess multiple copies

̭

Find sensitive data stored in multiple places and eliminate duplicates

̭

to limit risk
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Processes and Technology: Data Stewardish
Data stewards are responsible for making sure that data is collected and used appropriately in line
with governance policies and controls. Data stewards need to add context to define and provide
understanding for data users to know what the data is and how it can be used. Often data stewards
spend most of their time manually tagging, classifying, and defining data sets for appropriate use.

“

It is imperative that data users are able
to find the best data for the intended
purpose and understand what the data
is and how to use it.

“

It is imperative that data users are able to find the best data for the intended purpose and
understand what the data is and how to use it. Organizations generally still rely on human
stewardship to be responsible for defining data; adding context, classifications, and tags; and
managing data quality to enable data users. The limitation is that data stewardship by human power
alone can reasonably only manage a tiny fraction of the total data, and is subject to errors and
inefficiency.
Many manual tasks required by human data stewards would be better addressed by new machine
learning technology. For example, machine learning can discover patterns to classify and tag data
much faster and more efficiently than a human steward ever could. In addition, deploying machine
learning for stewardship provides a consistent view and treatment of data across the organization
instead of relying on individual interpretation. Most importantly, machine learning can easily scale
with the increasing volume of data for data users to benefit by having the best data available, not
limited to the dataset that an individual steward chose for them. Having access to the best and most
current data empowers data analysts and data scientists to use more and better data for analytics and
modeling for better business decisions.
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Internal Demands

External Requirements

As businesses become more data-driven,

Organizations are realizing the opportunity

businesses are more demanding of data.

to differentiate as responsible data users

The more data they have available, the

and proactively market that they are

hungrier business decision-makers are for

protecting customer data. Data owners

more models, more analytics, and faster

responsible for private data also need to

insights.

be aware of risks from external threats,
internal risks, and misused data.

Data governance programs need to address
these internal business requirements

Often ,data is shared with business

and also balance requirements with

partners for legitimate business use, but

regulations. As regulations are changing,

a data owner needs to know where data

data governance programs need to be

is used, how it is shared, and, specifically,

able to maintain data usage while ensuring

what data is being shared. Tracking data

data protection and integrity. Knowing

access and usage through the company

what regulations apply to data and which

and any external sharing of data and for

organizational data in the ecosystem that

what purpose all need to be considered

is subject to regulations is a challenge.

when establishing data governance rules.

Data governance programs need to enable

A data governance program needs to

data usage, with awareness of policies and

consider the management, measurement,

privacy regulations.

and use of data to comply company
policies and regulations.

“

Data owners need to be aware of
risks from external threats, internal
risks, and misused data.

“
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Solutions
Enterprise organizations are realizing that traditional data governance methods are no longer
effective, and data governance owners are actively seeking modern processes and technology
solutions to manage their current data governance programs.
For successful data governance, process and technology need to work together. Deploying a new
technology without considering process and human roles will not be effective. Data governance
technology makes data stewardship more effective, efficient, and accurate. Data stewards are upleveled from spending time performing manual tasks to instead validating machine learning findings
and working on higher-level needs for data enablement. Processes should consider integration with
existing business-critical systems for workflows that will scale as the business continues to evolve
and increase efficiency to eliminate bottlenecks.
A complete data governance program is cross-organizational to manage all data with consistent
processes and policies. The processes and technology need to apply across divisions and
departments to enable an enterprise view of data, apply appropriate policies and rules, and audit at
an enterprise level. For data users, the goal is to adopt a data governance model that allows data
users to collaborate across divisions to unleash the value of company-wide data.

Successful data governance programs may vary in ownership or specific workflow,
but they generally include these elements:
̭

Deployed at the enterprise level.

̭

Flexible infrastructure for integration.

̭

Machine learning employed for

̭

Mitigate risk and cost of duplicate data.

scalability, accuracy, and deeper insight.

̭

Manage data quality, transparency,

̭

Automated manual processes.

̭

and trust.

̭

A unified view to know your data and

̭

Governance connected to analytics

discover and protect sensitive data.

̭

Measure and audit results.
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Benefits
A well-designed and executed data governance program maximizes the use of data for
the best business value while identifying and protecting personal and sensitive data assets to
minimize risk. Data users are enabled with trusted high-quality data that is current, complete, and
accurate. Data consumers have visibility to select the best data fit
for purpose.
Organizations benefit by being able to quickly, efficiently, and accurately use new data for modeling
and analytics for the best business decisions. Companies can confidently share data internally and
with partners, knowing what data is safe to share, and can make use of new cloud technology for data
enablement. Data stewards are freed from tedious manual tasks and instead are providing higher
value for more data.
In addition to gaining a competitive advantage with better data-driven business decisions, enterprises
with a solid data governance program will earn a positive reputation with customers that they can be
trusted with personal data, making them a trusted brand company and partner.

www.bigid.com/governance
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